




 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
                                                                       [ CH-1 TO7 ]  
STD -2ND                                            S. A -1  EXAMINATION                               DATE-       -     -
2016                                                                                                                             
SUB-MATHS                                                                                                             MARKS-300 
Q-1 WRITE THE NUMBER NAMES:-[20] 
1. 78 = _________________________________               2. 82  =_____________________________ 
3. 155 = ________________________________               4. 100 = ____________________________ 
5. 106 = _________________________________             6. 222=_____________________________ 
7.321=___________________________________            8. 98=______________________________ 
9.423=___________________________________           10.105=_______________________________ 
Q-2 WRITE THE NUMBERALS:-[20] 
1.Twenty-two  =  __________                     2.Forty-three  =  ________                     3.Fifty  =  
_________ 
4.One hundred- five =  __________            5.One hundred  forty-nine =________   6.Sixty-
one=_______ 
7.Two hundred- seven=_________              8.Three hundread -six=__________      9.seventy –
two=_______ 
10. Eighty nine =_______ 
Q-3 ARRANG THE FOLLOWING NUMBERS IN ASCENDING ORDER:- [16] 
 
1.75, 63, 87, 55  _____________________________    2.117, 171, 177, 135 ______________________ 
 
3.15, 43, 65, 21 ______________________________   4.33 , 44 , 56 , 78_________________________ 
 
Q-4 WRITE IN THE STANDARD FORM:-[12]  
 
1.60   +   7   =      _______          2.  80  +  3  =  _______               3.   200   +  30   +   1  =    _______ 
 
4.300  +  80  + 2 =_______         5.  50   +  8  = _______               6.   400 +   40    +   5   =   _______ 
Q-5 ADDITION:-[14] 
 
 1. 6 3 7       2.    1 5 3    3.   5 3 1          4.    3 7    5.      1 9        6. 4  6   8            7.  1 2 8 
  + 2 5 3           + 6 1 8      + 4 4 4                 2 6               2 1       +  2  4  2               + 5 2 9 
                                                                  +  5 8                  +  6 3 
 



Q-6 WORD PROBLEMS:- [28] 
1) Parag has 64 marbles .His friend sanjay gave him 27 marbles . He won 15 marbles in a game. 
How many marbles does he have now? 
2) Four boys were playing football .Three more boys came along and played football with 
them.How many boys were playing football? 
3) 7 2 5 people visited a book fair.4 8 of them were children. How many adults were there in the 
book fair? 
4) Manoj had 6 5 balloons.2 4 of them blew away. How many balloons were left with him. 
5) A farmer had 3 7 5 chickens. He sold 1 5 9 of them. How many chickens were left? 
6) Vipul planted 3 2 5 small tomato plants. 1 1 2 of the plants did not live. How many plants did 
live? 
7) One man has 2 eyes. How many eyes do 6 man have. 
8) There are 22 apples in a carton. How many apples are there in 3 cartons. 
9) Anand go to school 5 days each week. How many days do you go to school in 4 weeks?  
10) There are 5 theatres in a city. Each theatre has 2 2 4 seats. How many seats are there in all?             
11) There are 2 5 people going on a picnic. If 5 people ride in each cars are needed? 
12) In a parade, there are 2 8 camels marching in 4 equal rows. How many camels are there in 
each row? 
13) How many oranges do you buy for 1 8 rupees if each orange costs 2 rupees? 
14) There are 2  0 children in Aarati’s class. They got into groups of 5 each to play a game. How 
many groups were formed?  
Q-7 WRITE THE MISSING LETTERS:-  [16] 
 
1. 15 , 17,   ___  ,  ___  ,   ___  ,   ___  .                         2.    100 , 200 ,   ___ ,    ___ ,    ___ ,    ___  . 
 
3. 114, 115,_____ , _____ ,______ ,______.                 4.    140, 130, _____ ,_____, _____, _____. 
Q-8  SUBTRACTION:-[22] 
 
   1)     8  8  2)    5  5             3)     8  9              4)    4  6 
        -  8  2        -2  4                   - 7  8                 -   2  5 
 
 
5)9   6   4     6) 5    0    9           7)  2   4   5        8)   7    8    2       9)  6   4   0      10)  9    8   3         
11)  7  2  5 
  -1   1   3       - 2     0   3              - 1   2   3           -  5    9    8          - 3   7   5           - 1    7   2             
-  4  8  7 



 
 
Q-9 COMPLETE THE DIVISION FACTS:-[16] 
 
1) 14  ÷   2=_____                 2) 16   ÷    8=_____                 3) 21   ÷   3=____              4) 45  ÷   
9=____                                                              
5) 32  ÷   4=_____                 6)  35  ÷  5=_____                  7) 80   ÷  10=____              8) 12  ÷   
6=____                                                                                                                                                             
Q-10 MULTIPLY:-[14] 
 
1)2   2       2) 1   7            3) 3   2              4) 2   6           5) 8   3          6) 3  0  3       7) 2  1  9 
   ×   4         ×    5                ×    7                 ×    6               ×    2               ×     3            ×     3 
 
 
Q-11FILL IN THE BLANKS:-[28] 
 
1)2   ×    6 =  ___  ×  2    2) 3  ×    0 =_____     3) 9   ×   1=______    4) 0  ×    10=_____    5)10 
Eights=____ 
 
6) 4  ×   10= _____     7) 3   ×   7 tens=_____     8)  3  ×  3 =____     9) 4  ×  200=______    10) 5 ×  
____= 40  
 
11)  ______   × 9 = 9   ×  5  12) 8 ×   _____  64     13) _____ sevens=28     14) 2 less then 7  × 10 = 
______ 
Q-12 WRITE TABLE:-[20] 
Q-13 PUT   ›, ∠  OR  = :-[20] 
1.76___70                  2.55____55                  3.64____46                4.25_____53                     
5.41___53                 
 
6.35_____25              7.119___129                8.143___132              9.234___219                    
10.555____555             
Q-14 WRITE THE PLACE VALUE OF EACH ENCIRCLED DIGIT:-[20] 
 
1. 4  3  6    ______     2.  3  3  7  ______      3.  8  9  3    ______     4. 3  1  5 _______        5.  2  4  3 
_______ 
 



 6. 3  8  7   ______     7.  5  4  2  _______    8. 5  5  5  ______        9. 3  3  6   ________    10. 3  2  1 
_______ 
Q-15 CIRCLE THE GRETEST NUMBER:-[10] 
 
1. 623  154   753         2. 912  283  798          3. 415  514  154          4.11       21       43          5. 67      
89     34            
 
Q-16   CIRCLE THE SMALLEST  NUMBER:-[10] 
 
1.840  912  213           2. 715  481  913           3. 411  860  638           4.754    321   123              5.  
43  56  78 
Q-17 WRITE BETWEEN NUMBER:-[14] 
1.8  __  10        2.71  __  73        3. 49 __ 51       4. 89 __ 91     5.37 __ 39     6.93 __ 95   7.86 __ 88 
    
           
 

 

 

 

                                                                                                               

 
SUB-COMPUTER                          S.A-1  EXAMINATION                                  DATE-       -      -
2016 
                                                         [CH-1 TO 4 ] [ LET’S REVIEW-1]                   MARKS- 
Q1 FILL IN THE BLANKS ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK.[40] 
1) A  ___________  is a small computer that can be held in the hand .    
2)  ____________  films are mostly made on computers.  
3)A  ______________   helps to record our voice in a computer.                    
4) We put a pen drive inside a   _________   port .                         
5) A computer needs  ________  to work .        
6) A  _____________   drive is a part or tool that does a particular job . 
7) ______________  refers to a desktop picture.                             
8)  I help to type letters.   _______________ 



9)  I help to record voice in a computer._____________                
10) I help to take print outs.  _____________ 
11) I can keep a computer ON without electricity.  ______________      
12)  I help to draw pictures.  _____________  
13) Teachers use computers to make _____________ 
14) A computer helps in keeping details of  _________ in a library 
15)  we ___________ movies  and  cartoons on a computer  
16)  Many _________ films are made with the help of computers 
17) we type ______________ using computer in an office     
18) we can __________________games on a computer 
19) we can watch ______________on a computer                
 20) A tablet pc is a slate shaped ________________  computer 
Q2 TICK(  √  ) THE CORRECT ANSWERS. [24] 
1) Which of the following is also known as a notebook computer?     a) tablet P C     b) laptop  
c)desktop computer 
2) Which of the following devices helps to get print outs of our work?   a) U p S         b) microphone       
c) printer  
3)Which of the following devices helps to listen to different sound?.     a) micro phone     b) head 
phone        c) cpu  
4) A ______ is not an output device .                                             a) scanner                b) printer          
c) moniter  
5)Which  of the following is a storage device ?                              a) pen drive            b) Mouse           
c) Monitor  
6) Which of the following is used at space and research centers ?     
a) personal digital assistant                       b) desktop                    c) supercomputer 
7)________________ devices help us to give inputs to a computer.      a) processing              b) 
output       c) input 
8) _______________ is the processing device of a computer.            a) speaker                   b) 
mouse       c)   C P U 
9 ) At home , we use a computer to                           a) pray                         b ) do 
home work  
10)computers are used in a school to                         a) do gardening           b ) 
teach 
11)  In banks , people use computers for                     a) keeping accounts    b )  
teaching  



12) At airports and railway station we use computers for   a) booking tickets        b ) 
playing games 
Q3 UNSCRAMBLE THE FOLLOWING. [26] 
 
1) TOPLAP _______________          2) KOOBNOTE   _____________                3) APSEEKR    
___________                          
 
4)  TBLATE CP ____________         5) KSDEOTP    _______________              6) RPITNER    
___________ 
 
7) CUPSEOEMRPTRU __________________________                               
 
8) IHCMOPONRE   _________________              9) OICEFF  ___________          10)  PROTRIA  
___________             
 
11)  SHOOLC  _________________                      12)  BKAN  _____________       13) HOSP  
____________ 
 
 
Q4 WRITE TRUE OR FALSE. [30]   
1) A Computer uses the  IPO cycle to perform a task ________  
2)  We use computers in hospitals to keep details of ATM.______  
3) speaker help us to record our voice in a computer_______                                
4) A laptop works on battery.______       
5) Inputs can be in the form of symbols, letters, numbers, pictures or sound.  ______ 
6) computer is a useless machine______                        
7) we can send fax using a tablet p.c ______ 
8) we can carry a desktop computer everywhere easily ______  
9)Both man computer need care to work properly ______   
10)  we can design a book on a computer______    
11)  A computer does not get tired _______                  
12) A supper computer is not commonly used_______              
13) There is no need of computers in libraries ______             
14)A tablet  P. C can work  without a keyboard and mouse_______  
15)Doctor do not use computers _______                  
 Q5 MATCH THE PAIR (A) WITH (B). [22] 



          A     B  
1) Laptop   a)  wallpaper   
2) CPU    b) gives time to save data  
3) Pen drive    c) inside a cpu  
4) Mouse    d) scrolls up and down  
5) Ups      e) notebook computer  
6) icons     f) USB Port  
7) key board                             g) Help to record voice in a computerr 
8) Microphone                          h) Runs on electricity  
9) CD-rom drive                       i) Brain of a computer 
10) Computer                            j) Small pictures or symbols 
11) Desktop picture                  k) Type letters and numbers 
Q6 WRITE MISSIGN  LETTERS.[12] 
 
1) SP__  __  K__  __                                        2) M __  __  __    E                  3) M __  N  __   __   E  
R                                                         
 
4) K  __  __  __  __  __  __  D                         5) P __  __  __  __  E  R           6)  __   __  S 
Q7 IN WHAT WAYS CAN A COMPUTER HELP YOU TO DO A PROJECT? [6] 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Q8 NAME FOUR THINGS THAT WORK WITH THE HELP OF ELECTRICITY. [12] 
 
1) __________________                                        2)_____________________ 
 
3) __________________                                        4)______________________ 
Q9 NAME ANY TWO PLACES IN YOUR SCHOOL WHERE YOU FIND COMPUTERS BEING 
USED.[6] 
 
a)____________________                             b)______________________ 
Q10 NAME ANY THREE CARTOON FILMS MADE WITH THE HELP OF COMPUTERS. [6] 
 
1) ___________________     b)  ___________________  c) ________________________ 



Q11 TO WHOM DO THESE FEATURES BELONG? WRITE  C  FOR COMPUTER AND  M  FOR 
MAN. [16] 
1.Can work very fast _____                                                 2. Does not make mistakes ______ 
3.Can get tired _____                                                           4. Never forgets ______ 
5.Needs electricity to work                                                  6. Can take its own decisions _____ 
7. Stores everything in the memory _____                          8. Can work without instructions ______ 
   
 

 
STD- 2ND           [ CH-1 TO10 ]     S.A-1 EXAMINATION                                                   MARKS - 300 
SUB-E.N.V                                                                                                                               DATE    /     
/2016 
Q1. FILL IN THE BLAKS.[90] 
1.__________ helps us to stay healthy and fight illness.    
2.Eat only _______ fruits and vegetables. 
3.__________ all food with a lid or net.                              
4.We must eat a _________ diet. 
5.___________ all fruits and vegetables before cooking and eating. 
6.Woollen clothes are made from the _____________ of sheep.      
7.Secial clothes worn by the people to do special jobs are called_____________ 
8.People in different parts of the world wear different___________           
9.We wear cotton clothes in _________ 
10.Silk comes from a ___________ cocoon.           
11. We feel _________ in our house.                                                                
12.An igloo is made of ___________                     
13.A tent is made of _____________                                                             
14.Houses on hills have ________roofs.                
15.A good house permits lots of fresh _____ and sunlight. 
16.Cross the road the _____ crossing.                   
17.Do not get out of a ______bus.                                       
18.Be___________while swimming.                   
19.Never play on the ______                                                                 
20.______are the people who live near our house.                          
21.Patients are treated in the __________ 
22.We can keep our money safe in a ____                                     
23.We can post our letters at the_____ 
24.The police maintains ____ and _____                                         
25.  My father's Mother is my_________                           
26. We should keep our body   ________                               
27. We see with our___________                                       
28.Oily food is __________                                                           
29. We should _________  our elders                                  
30. My uncle’S wife is my ________                                           
31. The human body is like a big _______________           
32. Our body is covered with _________                                    
33. Keep your hair __________ and tidy                           
34. Never tease _____________                                                 



35.Reading a book ____________ 
Q2. MATCH THE FOLLOWING.[42] 
               A                                                                          B 
1.Drinking water                               (a) food from animals. 
2.Eggs and fish        (b) balanced diet. 
3.Carrot and radish                   (c) fruits 
4.A healthy mix of food items     (d) vegetables 
5.Apple and orange                 (e) clean and filtered 
6.Electrician                                                      (f) makes doors and windows. 
7.Carpenter                                                       (g) gives job to labours. 
8.Plumber                                                          (h) fits and fixes taps and pipes. 
9.Contractor                                                      (i) does electric wiring 
 
        
 
 
 
        A                  B 
 
10) Stomach                                a) Help us to think      
11)Teeth                              b)See 
12) Hair       c) Digests food  
13)Brain                            d) tooth brush 
14) Eyes      e)comb    
Q3. STATE WHETHER THE STATEMENT ARE TRUE OR FALSE.[45] 
1) We wear woolen clothes in summer ____                 2) A kutcha house is costly to build. ___       
 3) Bungalows are multistoreyed building . _____        4) Do not leave your toys on the floor after playing. 
____ 
5) We should not play with electric wires . ____           6) Childern wear uniform in school .____      
7) We wear clothes just to look nice .____                     8) Huts are very strong. ____                          
 9) Never cross the road through a subway. ____        10) Never play behind a parked vehicle. ______ 
11) Member of a nuclear family have a common surname _______        12) I wash  my hands frequently. 
_______      
13) I take a bath daily . ______                                 14) When I want something I say ' Please. ______ 
15) No body likes a sad and ill - mannered child . ________ 
Q4.  CIRCLE  (O) THE CORRECT WORD IN THE SENTENCE GIVEN BELOW .  [33] 
1) A caravan is a house on  Wheels / water .            2)  We should keep our house  Clean / dirty  
 3) Always play with   toys / sharp objects.               4) Call an  adult / child for help if you get hurt .                       
 5)  Always walk on the  footpath / road .                  6) Be careful while climbing  Stairs / roof .                               
 7) A hut is made of  cement / mud .                           8)  House is plains have  slanting / flat roofs.                           
 9) Eskimos /Gypsies make igloos .                             10) Childern wear  uniforn/ woollen clothes in school . 
11) Clothes made from wool keep us  silk/ cotton  
Q5. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUETION.[90] 
Q1. Why do we need food?                                                                                      
Q2. What is balanced diet?                                                            
Q3. Write three good eating habits.?                                                                    
Q4. What do clothes protect us from                                
Q5 From where do we get cotton ?                                                                       
Q6. From where do we get leather? 
Q7.Which type of food protects us from various diseases?                    
Q8.Why do we wear woolen clothes in winter? 
Q9.Why dowe need a house?                                                                       
Q10.Name four enemies of a clean house?   
Q11.Why should we not fly kites on a roof?            
Q12.Mention three things you should not play with inside the house? 



Q13.Write two safety rules you must follow when you go for a swim?        
Q14.What is available at a pharmacy? 
Q15.What do children learn at school?                                                             
Q16.Which services are offered by a bank?  
Q17.What does a fire station have?                                             
Q18. What is the meaning of the word 'neighbourhood'? 
Q19. What is a family?                                                            
Q20. Name any two external parts of the body ?                                                                 
Q21. How do we hear a loud sound ?                                    
Q22. What will happen if you eat oily food ?                                   
Q23. How can you keep our surrounding clean ?                   
Q24. What do you call your uncle’S son ?   
Q25. How do muscles help the body?                                     
Q26. Name any two internal parts of the body? 
Q27. Why do we need a brain?                                                 
Q28
. 
Wh
at is 
the 
function of lungs? 
Q29. What is the function of our skin?                                     
Q30. How are the sense organs useful to us?                                                                                          

                                     
SUB-M.V        [ CH-1 TO 6 ]                 S.A-1 EXAMINATION                        DATE-            
 STD-2ND [STORY-1 TO 7] [ CURSIVE PG NO 1 TO 30 ]                         MARKS-300     
 
Q-1 MAKE A LIST OF THE WORDS YOU CAN FIND FROM THE WORD  H A R D W O R K I N 
(15) 
1.__________      2. __________      3. ______________     4. _____________      5. ______________ 
Q-2 WRITE YES OR NO AGAINST THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT. (15)                               
1.Priyanka heard some noice coming from a forest. _______ 
2. She requested the wood cutters to cut trees. ______ 
3. The wishing tree told her to ask for two wishes. ______ 
4. Priyanka wished every thing for her village. ______ 
5.The villagers were very unhappy with her. ______ 
Q-3 (DIARY TIME) FILL IN YOUR DIARY USING THE GIVEN WORDS. (72) 
 1.    ( unity , strength , family , work ) 
Date: ________ 
Today I learnt about how   _____________   is   ___________  . My   ____________   is strong because we 
are united. I will  always _______________ in unity with others. 
2.   (  Loving  ,  Kind ,   Happy  ,  Unkind  ) 
Date: ________ 
Today I learn about being    ___________   and    ___________   I will not be    _____________   to any 
one.                                                  I will make everyone   ______________   
3.    (  Help  ,   Happiness  ,   Think   , Good  )  
Date : _______ 
Today I learnt about how to be a   ___________   person. Like priyanka , I will also   ___________   about 
others                             and try to   _____________   them. This will give me  _________________.  
4.  (neighbour hood, friend ,share , class ) 
Date: __________ 



Today I learnt about how to make new _________________. I will share ____________   my things with a 
new child who comes to my __________ or in my _____________________ 
 5.  (elder , listen , best , safe ) 
Date: __________ 
Today I learnt about why I should________________ to  my____________   listening to elders keep me 
_______. they know what’s ______ for me. 
 6. (   every one , poliet ,remember , happy  ) 
Date: __________ 
Today I learnt about being ____________politeness makes _________    ________. I will 
always____________  to be polite. 
Q-4 FILL IN THE BLENKS.(15) 
1.Okiro was very  r__ __ __ .                                     
 2.He did not like spending any m __ __ __ y. 
3. Everyone called him a m __ __ __ r.                    
4.Okiro changed after his servants showed him l __ __ e. 
5. He d __ __ t __ __ b __ __ __ d gold coins to his servants. 
Q-5 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION FROM PANCHTANTRA STORY BOOK (36)                       
1.Who were the four friends?                                            2.What had happened to the deer? 
3.What did the snake do to the bird's eggs?                      4.Whom did the crows go to for help?                                   
5.Who was chatur?                                                           6. Why couldent's the tiger hunt any more? 
7.Why was  he unable to eat the elephant's meat?           8.What did he see singing in the mud? 
9.Wow did the tiger plan to use the bangle?                   10.Did the traveller get the gold bangle? 
11. Why was the frog frightened ?                                12. why did the turtle want a strong stick ? 
Q-6 CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER  (20)  
1.The four brothers were always fighting / laughing. 
2.The farmer wanted the boys to be alone /united. 
3.The boys could / could not break the bundle of sticks. 
4.They could break a single stick easily /with difficulty. 
5. A united family is a happy /sad family. 
6.Bruno loved / did not love all the things it had. 
7.Bruno was happy / sad to see snooker. 
8.Snooker was afraid of Bruno and started laughing /crying. 
9.Bruno felt bad / good for snooker and decided to be its friend. 
10. Bruno did the wrong / right thing by sharing its things with snooker. 
Q-7 STATE WHETHER THE GIVEN STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE.(51) 
1.Wish him with a smile._____                                         
2.The  dragon spat fire at her.   _______ 
3.Shiney was happy to be back home.   _______            
4. listen to your parents and teachers.  _______ 
5.Shiney was a tiny star who wanted to travel._____ 
6.She flew down to the earth with her parent’s permission. _______    
7.The children tried to catch shiney._____             
8.shiny hid under a carpet._____            
9.Speak softly. Don,t shout._______      
10.Talk to strangers.______                                       11.Finish your work and then play your friends._______       
12.Talk loudly in the classroom.______                   13.Ignore him and go to your room.____ 
14.Take him to your room and share your toys._______        15.Get angry if he plays with your toys.____ 
16.Serve him something to eat and drink.______    17.Eat yourself and don’t bother about him._____ 
Q-8 FIL IN THE BLANK TO ACCORDING PANCHTANTRA STORY BOOK. (15) 
1)The _________held the two ends of the stick.  2) Sher khan lived in a __________        3) The Jackal had 
a  
good __________    4)  cave _____________ his roar.      5) People laughed at the _____________ sight. 
Q-9  MATCH THE FOLLOWING. (9) 
           A                                                              B   
  1. Please    (a) Someone gives you a gift. 



  2. Thank you   (b) You are late and makes someone wait.  
  3. Sorry                              (c) You want someone to help you.    
 
Q-10 CHOOSE AND WRITE THE CORRECT ANSWER. (12) 
1.your mother cooks your favourite dish for you ___________   ( thank you   /   sorry) 
2.The baby monkey saw a magic_________      ( tree   /   cave ) 
3.your sister says sorry to you for breaking your car __________      ( never mind  /   sorry ) 
4.The door of the cave opened when the monkey used the magic word "___________( please  /  abracadabra 
) 
  
Q-11 WRITE IN CURSIVE. (40) 
1.My car is red.__________________________________________________________________________ 
2.The grass is 
green._______________________________________________________________________ 
3.The sun is yellow._______________________________________________________________________ 
4.The sky is blue._________________________________________________________________________ 
5.The milk is 
white.________________________________________________________________________ 
6.The hair are 
black._______________________________________________________________________ 
7.The balloon is 
orange._____________________________________________________________________ 
8.Short and tall.__________________________________________________________________________ 
9.Big and small.__________________________________________________________________________ 
10.Black and white._______________________________________________________________________ 
11.Out and in.___________________________________________________________________________ 
12.Day and 
night._________________________________________________________________________ 
13.Left and 
right.__________________________________________________________________________ 
14.Slow and 
fast.__________________________________________________________________________ 
15.Hate and 
love.__________________________________________________________________________ 
16) we say sorry  you._________________________________________________________ 
17) Food helps us to grow._________________________________________________________ 
18) food give us energy..______________________________________________________ 
19) We should get up early in the morning._____________________________________________ 
20) We should study and play on time.________________________________________________ 
 
                
 SUB-GRAMMAR                     S.A-1 EXAMINATION                          DATE-    -       -2016 
 STD-2ND                              [CH 1 TO 9 AND 15]                               MARKS-300 
                                                   
Q1. Put A , An or The in the blanks:-(20) 
 1)______ Umbrella saves us from rain and heat.              2)______Taj Mahal is ________beautiful building.             
3)______ Honest Man.                                                                 4)______ Husband and _______ wife                         
5)_____Sun rises in ______east.                                                 6)_______ Easy exercise.                                            
7)______ unhappy man.                                                              8)______ iron box.                                                      
9) ______ Taj mahal is  in Agra                                                 10)_____ earth moves round _____ sun. 
 
Q2. Put the words in their right order and they make sensible sentence:-(12) 
   1) A  , Fruit ,an, Apple, is.               2) Grass , Eats ,a ,cow.                3) Eight , is, She , years , old. 
   4) Of , wood , made , is ,a chair.     5) Milk , gives , us , the , cow .    6) Wings , fly, birds, with, their 
    



Q3. Divide each of the sentences given below into two parts (a)The person or thing spoken about and 
(b)What is said about the person or thing:- (20)                                                                 
  1) Jack and Jill went –up the hill.       2) A Bicycle has two Wheels.                 3) The sun rises in the east. 
  4) Birds build nest in trees.             5) The Earth moves round the sun .        6)An umbrella is a useful thing. 
  7)The table in the classroom is new.   8) The teacher is writing on the board.    9)The dog ran after the cat. 
  10)The cat is lying under the table. 
 
Q4. What do we call:-(10) 
 1) A Person Who goes to see in a ship .                 
 2) A Person who brings our letter to our houses . 
 3) A person who catches bad people.                       
4) A Person who brings us Milk from the dairy . 
 5) A person who makes clothes for us to wear . 
 
Q5. Underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in the sentences:- (16) 
 1) Jag Mohan is our watchman .                                 
2) Vikram is my cousin .     
3) Her Mother is a wonderful cook.                             
4) My Friend Robert plays tennis in School . 
 5) The Republic day is celebrated on 26 th  January. 
6) The president of India lives in Rashtrapati Bhavan.                                                                                             
7) They have a peacock , a talking parrot and two rabbits in their house. 
 8) Mt. Everest is the highest peak in India.    
Q6. Write out the following sentences putting in the right capitals:-(20) 
   1) ashok is eight years old                    2) the children play in the park        3) the taj mahal is in agra 
   4) the golden temple is in Amritsar      5) the qutab minar is in mehrauli     6)there are seven days in a week 
   7) we waited a long time for the bus    8)the name i am known by is david brown 
   9) the largest city in america is new york   10) mitesh lives in west patel nagar 
 
Q7. Underline the Adjectives in the following sentences:- (30) 
1.Ashoka was a good and noble king.             2. The boy lived in a big ,white house. 
3.This plant has small ,blue flowers.               4. An umbrella is a useful things. 
5. Tiya has a new, yellow frock.                      6.Lions are strong, wild animals. 
7. These small mangoes have a sweet taste.    8. Joshi is an honest man. 
9. The rose is beautiful flower.                        10. Alarge crowd gathered near the school. 
11. The old man walked slowly.                      12. One hundread paise make one rupee. 
13. There are thirty boys in our class.              14. Good boys always speak the truth. 
15. There are twelve month in a year.  
  
Q8. Match the pair (A) with (B):- (40) 
       A                              B                                          A                                         B                                                       
1.Cocks                jump.                 11.Difficult                                follish  
2. Rain                 grow.                           12.Clean                                     heavy 
3. Ants                 crow.                           13.Young                                   cold 
4. Trees                falls.                             14.Thin                                       happy 
5. Wind                crawl                             15.Light                                      fat 
6. Peacock                    sing.                              16. Sad                                        old                                               
7. Frogs                       fly                                   17.Clever                                   easy                                                     
8. Sita                          shout                               18.Hot                                       dirty 
9. Bird                         blows                              19.Fruts                                    yellow 
10. People                   dances                             20.Colour                                 orange 
 
Q9. Fill in the blanks: - (40) 
1. Ice is ______.                                2. Roses are_______.             3. The cat is _______ after a mouse.                       
4.This knife is __________.             5.Fire is ________.                 6. Roses are ________.                                          



7.Sameer is _________a letter.        8. Honey is _______.               9. Her hair is _________.                                      
10. _________ boys fail.                  11. Asses have ______ears.    12.Lemons are _________. 
13. Silver is _________.             14.The boys are___________   15. Rajiv Bose is _____________ a picture. 
16.Rani is ____________ in the garden.                               17. The baby is __________in the cot. 
18. Mr Sharma is __________ English.                                 19.The polishman is ___________ his whistle. 
20.The soldiers are ____________ 
 
Q10. Fill in the blank with suitable pre-position: - (30) 
1. May comes ________ April.          2. Riya sat _____ a chair.                 3. Raman fell _______ his bicycle.             
4. We sat _____ a big tree.                 5. There is a wall ____ the school.   6.Ashok sat _______a chair. 
7.She always plays ______her dolls.  8.The river flows _______the bridge. 9.We can not live _______air. 
10.We walked _________the bank of the river.      11. Go and stand _______the door. 
12.The postman knocks_______the door.                13. There is a wall ________ the school. 
14.The cat jumped _________the wall.                    15.She lives ___________the post office. 
 
Q11. Underline the worlds that tell us  HOW ,WHEN , and WHERE things are done in the following 
sentences:- (30) 
1. She writes badly.              2. Hari walked slowly.              3. We rise early                                                             
4. She will come soon.            5. Try again.                               6. We sat inside.                                                            
7. The map is there.                 8. He stood below.                    9. He has gone away.                                                      
10. Sita writes well.                 11.Times flies fast.                   12.They lived happily. 
13.Come tomorrow.                 14.You get up late.                   15.The sky is above. 
 
Q12. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns: - (30) 
1._________ is a lazy boy.                                     2. ___________ am very poor. 
3.Come here,Raman. Have ______done this?        4._________ go to school daily. 
5.Bali saw _______ playing on the rode.                6.Where are the children? call ______here. 
7.Cats are very useful.________catch mice.           8. Mohan asked ______ to give _____a book. 
9.Where is kamala? Tell_________to come here.  10.Where were _______,boys?________were here,sir. 
11.Ravi, father wants to talk to__________            12. This sum is too hard for ________ 
13.This burger is bad.throw_________away.          14.Where is dad taking ______ on Sunday? 
15.Look at _____ They are spoiling their shoes. 
 
Q13. Write compo (Any-1):- (10) 
1.MY SELF         2.MY SCHOOL         3.OUR NATIONAL BIRD (PEACOCK) 
 

 
STD-2ND             S.A-1  EXAMINATION          DATE-              SUB-CAMRIDGE      MARKS -
                                                                                       
 
Q-1 Find out the nouns and write in the proper column.[40] 
 
{ boys, church , hospital , snake , elephant, teacher, nurse , king , school , temple , monkey,  dog ,                     
knife , bicycle, doctor,  gate, cage, Mumbai, cat, aeroplane} 
 
PERSON                                ANIMALS                                   PLACES                                         
THINGS 
___________                        ___________                      ______________                           
_______________ 
___________                       ____________                     ______________                           
_______________ 



___________                       ____________                      ______________                          
_______________ 
___________                       ____________                      ______________                          
_______________ 
___________                       ____________                      ______________                          
_______________ 
 
Q-2 Write any five name of colours?   [15] 
Q-3 Write any five name of your favourite animal ? [15] 
Q-4 Write any five name you like eat ? [15] 
Q-5 Write any five name of your games? [15] 
Q-6 Write any five names of your favourite birds? [15] 
 
Q-7 Fill in the missing letters ?[30] 
1)  __ M I L E               2)  __ IPE                     3) CH __  __ N          4) GR__    ___ N           5) S __   __ D                
6) M __   __ N              7) M  __      __  K         8)  W __  T __ H        9) B __   __L                10) C__ L D                  
11) Y __ L L __ W      12) F R __ C K              13)  S __ Y                14) M  __ N G O           15) S __ N 
 
Q -8 Fill in the blanks.  [20]  
 1) There   was __________  coming from the fire            2)Anita ate an ice-cream ______________                        
 3) The girl ____________ the horse                                  4) The bird ___________ to its nest                                     
 5) A duck has a _____________                                        6) We saw a large ____________ in the ocean                   
 7) The bird was kept in a ________________                 8) Unable to see ________________                                     
9) A number ________________                                      10 ) A cold season ________________    
  
Q- 9 Tick ( √  ) the correct word. [20] 
1) bees  live in a ( hive / dive )                                2) I caught a  ( fish/ wish ) in  the  river .                                        
3) I got   two letters  in  the ( mail / tail )              4) Rekha sat on the ( neat / seat )                                                        
5) I ( found / round ) a  ten   rupee   note   in the  room     6)A snail is a ( pest / best ) in the garden                            
7) If you heat water it will ( soil / boil )                    8) During  winter   it  may ( slow/ snow )                                      
9) The   cat  licked  its  ( paw / saw )                         10) We get  wool  from ( sleep / sheep)    
 
Q-10 Write plural. [30] 
1.Book-___________           2.Toy-_________       3.Carrot-___________     4.Bangle-_________                             
5.Shop-______                     6.Banana-________   7.Chocalate-_________    8.Guava-___________                           
9.Florist-__________         10.Toffee-________    11.Knife-__________        12.Sky-_________                                
13.Class-___________       14.Church-_________15.Fly-__________ 
 
Q-11 Write opposites.[30] 
1.Dry-________                      2.Hot-________                        3.Rich-_________              4.False-_________             
5.Yes-_________                    6.Light-__________                 7.Weak-___________        8.Narrow-
____________                           9.Difficut-_____________     10.Laugh-___________            11.Black-
___________     12.Girl-________ 
13.Up-________                     14.Old-_________                     15.Sad-____________ 
 
 
Q-12 Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns. [20] 
1._________ is a lazy boy. 
2. ________ am very poor. 
3. _______go to school daily. 
4. Where are the children ? Call ________ here. 
5. The burger is bad throw ____ away. 
6. This sum is too hard for ______ 
7. Come here , boys ____ shall work now. 
8. _______ am a soldier. 



9. ______ is a bird.  
10. _______ are brother and sister. 
 
Q-13 Fill in the blanks with correct pre-position.[20] 
{ in, by, into, over, at, of, with, under, across, on } 
1.The garden is full ____flower. 
2. The snake crawled ______ the hole. 
3. The begger sat ______ the tree.  
4. A man wearing a helmet is sitting _____the car. 
5. The girl draws a map_____ her pen. 
6. We met his sister _____ the station. 
7. All the children were punished ____ the teacher. 
8. The dog jumped ____ the fence. 
9. The cow is grazing _______ the grass. 
10.There is a bridge _______the river. 
 
Q-14 Fill in the blanks with a, an, or the. [20] 
1. All of admire _____ beauty. 
2. _____ beauty of Kashmir is very famous. 
3. We have bought _____ L.C.D  television set. 
4. We are looking for ____ new house. 
5. ______ peacock is a colourful bird. 
6. ______ earth revolves around the sun. 
7. We went for ______ picnic on sunday. 
8. Do you have _______ umbrella with you ? 
9. ______ Arabin sea is to the west of Mumbai. 
10. _______ Himalayas are India's tallest mountains. 
 
Q-15 Make sentences from the following groups of words. [20] 
 1. sundays we on play 
2. silence keep the class in 
3. i do must home work my 
4. enjoyed our we holidays 
5. ice cream like i eat to  
6. dog barking is the  
7. at twinkle night stars the 
8. useful very water is  
9. everywhere air is 
10. 8 eat at o'clock we 
 
 
 

 
 
 SUB-READER  (NEW WORLD)         S.A- 1  EXAMINATION                              MARKS-300 
 Std-2nd  [ CH-1 TO7 ]                                                                                            DATE- 
 
Q-1 WRITE MEANING(36) 



1)Arched                2)Across               3)Swallow                4)Weed                5)Decided              
6)Busy  7)Earned                8)Enjoying             9)Switched on         10)Travelling       11) vim                  
12) Stalk         13) Whines            14) chase                15) Panther              1 6) Kennel          17) 
Herd               1 8) Notice 
Q-2 TICK THE CORRECT ANSWER (12) 
1) You can see a rainbow______ 
a)when it is dark and cloudy     b)when it is bright and sunny         c)when the sun shines after it 
has rained 
2)The colours of the rainbow are _______      a) Straight                   b) Arched                   c) in a 
circle 
3)The rainbow is compared to _________       a)rivers                        b) flower beads          c) 
colours 
4)Dick often had nothing to eat because  a)he was not hungry  b)he was poor c)he did not know 
how to cook 
5)Dick went to london   a)to see the streets of london   b)to earn monkey c)beause people told him 
to cook 
6)Mr fitwarren gave dick a room because       a)he was rude and angry     b)he was kind        c)he 
liked dick 
Q-3 MATCH THE FOLLOWING (50)  
    A                       B                                            A                                                          B 
                                                                                                                                                                        
1)happy            violet                           11)Emma                                                    lays the table 
2)Angry             indigo                         12)Deep                                                     walk the dog 
3)Smiling           blue                            13)Joy                                                         calls 
grandmother 
4)Silent             green                            14)Rosy                                                      watches 
television 
5)Rich               yellow                          15)Gita                                                        thows thing 
around 
6)Bright           orange                           16)Ron                                                         doesn’t do 
homework 
7)Dark              red                                17)Rita                                                          loses football 
8)Warm           under                             18)Raj                                                           help in washing            
9)over              cool                               19)When could her eyes not see?                 when it dark          
10)Asleep        awake                            20)What sound did the oxen make?             They lowed 
 



     (A )                                          (B)          
21) pig                       a) burrow                                                                         
22) hen                       b) sty 
23) cow            c)coop 
24)rabbit                       d) barn             
25) horse             e) stable 
Q-4 FILL IN THE BLENKS ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK (30) 
1)We __________ a tigerin the forest.            2)The river _________ the field. 
3)Emily _________ her answers clearly.       4)We __________ a herd of elephants while crossing 
the river. 
5)Golu was a__________orange fish.             6)Nyla switched the _______ on. 
7)Golu swallowed the ________with the air bubbles.   8)The snail stuck to the bottom for 
______days. 
9)when he grew up, the snail did not look ____any more. 10)Nala found one more _____ dot near 
the snail. 
11) One day the tiger found a  ________              12) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the 
_________      
13) Thewolves chased the _________away          14)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the 
boy      
 15)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          
Q-5  TICK (  √  ) THE CORRECT SENTENCES OTHERWISE  ( ×  ) (40)                    
1)Ant live in large group ______                            2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son 
______     
3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______  4) the worker ant lays eggs 
5)Ants  share food ________                                   6)Mongli met animals in the village _______ 
7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______               8)ants greet each other ____ 
9)The octopus wants to play with lina._____             10) The octopus has eight arms._____ 
11)Mother said that snail was small. ______             12)Golu was sitting between the stones.____ 
13)The snail did not move the weed.______              14)His shorts were dirty._______ 
15)The boy was very happy with his car.____           16)He was clean boy._____ 
17)Crusoe was an animal.____                                   18)A footprint is made with finger.____ 
19)Crusoe was very happy._____                               20)His shorts were dirty._____ 
Q-6 ANNSWER THE FOLLOWING QUETION. (30) 
1)What looks like beds of flowers?                                             2)Who is your best friend? 
3)Why did the animals call her a 'good little girl?                       4)What is a fish tank ? describe a  
fish tank.?  



5)The little girl sewed as long as her eyes could see. When did her eyes stop seeing?  
6)Why would a snail move up and if it was near air bubbles?           7)Why was dick poor? 
8)Whom did dick marry?                                                                     9) What happened to dick in 
london? 10)Did he find streets made of gold in london?     
Q-7 DO AS DIRECTED.  (18)  
1)Ravi went to market ravi’s mother went to the market   (Use  but  / and   ) 
2)Write plural        wolf-________ 
3)They told me to work __________ the mathes team     ( with  /  to  ) 
4)Put _____ the light before you go to sleep  (off  /  of  ) 
5)Find the rhyming word . tree-________ 
6)Tick the correct  sentences.          a)It is raining now.____      b)It rained now  _____  
Q-8    (1) Imagine you are a mongly write what happen to you on the morning the monkeys tried to            
take you  away.(10)  
(2) Imagine you are an ant. Write about your day.(10)                                                                                  
(3) Imagine you are a fly. Describe how you spend your day. (10)  
Q-9 NUMBER THE SENTENCES IN THE CORRECT ORDER. (34)  
1) 
a)She then folded her work and went home. ___ 
b)A little girl sat under a tree.____ 
c)All the animals wished her good night.____ 
d)At her home, she lay down in bed.____ 
e)She worked from morning to evening.____ 
f)The next morning she woke up to start working. ____                                                                                 
2) 
a) Ramya and her father were sitting in their garden. _____ 
b) He wanted to read the newspaper. _____ 
c) There was a notice. ____ 
d) Ramya was bored.____ 
e) So, they went and got ramya a pup. ____ 
f) Ramya also started looking at the paper. ____ 
g) She saw a picture of pups.____ 
h) Ramya asked her father to play with her._____ 
i) It was about pups for sale._____ 
j) Ramya asked her father to buy her one.____ 
k) Father did not want to play._____ 
 



Q-10 RECORDER THE WORDS TO MAKE SENTENCES. (10) 
1.With Ramya father sitting was her 
2.Want I read to newspaper the  
3.Picture in the five pups were there 
4.Ravi class works harks in  
5.Only I that pup want 
 
Q-11 WRITE A WORD STARTING WITH THE LETTER EACH WORD ENDS WITH. (10) 
a) Children __________     b) burrow __________          c) hamster ___________ 
d) lad ____                          e) news _______                    f) stable _________         g) pages 
__________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 


